We review recent theoretical developments of microscopic lattice and continuum models of the kinetics of irreversible monolayer and multilayer surface adsorption. Such models have been used to describe adhesion and reaction processes of colloidal particles and proteins at solid surfaces. Theoretical results surveyed here include the void-lling rate equation approach, exact results for low dimensionalities, the mean-eld theory, and large-time kinetics arguments. Numerical simulations serving to test and supplement the analytical theories, are reviewed as well. We also elucidate the crossover from the discrete to continuum behavior, analyzed via scaling arguments in the large-time limit of the deposition kinetics.
. INTRODUCTION Models of monolayer particle deposition, without relaxation (di usion or detachment) on the time scales of the deposit formation, have been investigated extensively, 1?28 under the terms \random sequential adsorption" and \car parking problem." In these models, rigid particles are placed at random, sequentially and irreversibly onto solid smooth surfaces in such a way that the particles do not overlap. If an incoming particle approaches already covered part of the substrate, it is rejected. In the simplest theories no redeposition attempts are allowed. Eventually no more particles t on the surface and the process stops in the so-called jamming (or saturation) limit. Experimentally, such processes are realized, e.g., in the adhesion of proteins and colloidal particles on uniform surfaces, 29?33 as well as in various other situations 11 including polymer chain systems, consideration of which led to interest in the one-dimensional models. 1?7 Recently, evidence was reported 34?37 that in certain colloid experiments multilayer irreversible deposition processes can be observed and studied systematically. Due to the complexity of the packed-bed systems utilized in such experiments, attempts to describe theoretically the multilayer deposition processes 34 were largely based on the mean-eld theory.
The selection of the topical coverage for this review was biased by our recent work, Refs. 34-36, 38-40, etc ., on both monolayer and multilayer adsorption, and by the emphasis on topics of relevance in the interpretation of recent colloid experiments.
Several dynamical mechanisms underline the formation of the deposit in real systems resulting in two interesting e ects. Firstly, there is the blocking of the available area for deposition which stops the process at a certain less than close-packed coverage and causes the formation of a random deposit morphology. The blocking will also play a role (to a lesser extent) in higher-layer deposition (particle-on-particle deposition).
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Secondly, there is the screening (or overhang) e ect, i.e., the shadowing of the lower layers by the particles in the higher layers. However, the overhangs in the nth layer can \stick out" over voids di usion-like so that the overhang size will grow as p n (possibly some other power of n close to 1 2 ). Thus, their e ect will be signi cant for n >>`2, where`is the linear size of the depositing objects measured in some microscopic units.
Models without blocking but with screening allowed fall in the class of, e.g., the ballistic deposition 41 or di usion-limited aggregation 42 (depending on the mechanism of the particle transport to the surface), which were studied extensively with the recent focus on the growing-surface scaling properties after many layers have been deposited. 41?42 However, the emphasis in colloid deposition is usually on phenomena within not too many layers (up to order 10 to 30) because this seems to correspond to the experimental situation. 30;35?37 In this regime the dominant morphological e ects may be expected to be due to blocking.
The most profound feature of the random sequential adsorption model is its in nite memory: once a particle is placed on the surface it a ects the geometry of all later nearby placements. Thus the process is extremely non-Markovian and many methods developed in equilibrium statistical mechanics cannot be used without further development, to describe the deposit formation. It is therefore important to identify general, universal characteristics such as, for instance, the logarithmic divergence of the pair correlation function at contact 8;10 and the late stage power-law asymptotics of the coverage, in the continuum limit. 8?10 The values and universality of the associated power-law exponent, the control of the appropriate continuum limit and the interpretation of the discrete-tocontinuum crossover in terms of the precise scaling combinations have motivated many of the more recent studies, both theoretical and experimental, of monolayer or multilayer formation. Unlike many other branches of statistical mechanics, one-dimensional models of irreversible adsorption (usually exactly solvable) have many non-trivial features { 4 { representative of higher-dimensional systems.
We do not survey here in detail several important topics such as the low density (virial-like) expansions, 3?4;28;43 percolation properties of the deposited layers, 14?15;26 etc. The outline of the topics covered is as follows: In Section 2 we describe the mean-eld deposition models. In Section 3 we summarize the void-lling rate equation approach which is not always exact but which captures many of the correlation aspects of the deposition processes beyond the simple mean-eld theory. Numerical simulations of the deposition models are discussed in Section 4. The large-time (late stage) asymptotic analysis methods are presented in Section 5. Section 6 surveys several additional recent results and developments. Section 7 completes the presentation with some new features in the monolayer deposition of mixtures. Finally, in Section 8 we give a short summary.
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MEAN-FIELD THEORY

Survey of Results
The mean-eld theory (see Ref. 34 ) of irreversible multilayer adsorption assumes that the coverage (number of particles per unit area), ? n (t), in the nth layer approaches the limiting value ? n (1) = ; (2:1) where 1= is the average blocked area per particle, a priori not a simple function of the size of the particles. One further assumes that, to contribute to the growth of the nth layer, the particles must successfully deposit on top of particles already forming the (n ? 1)st layer, at some uniform rate R n (per unit time and area). If at time t = 0 the substrate is empty, then ? n (0) = 0 ; n = 1; 2; : : : (2:2)
One can then write a set of mean-eld equations, d? n dt = R n (? n?1 ? ? n ) = ; (2:3) where n 1, and we conveniently de ned
The right hand side of (2.3) describes the growth stage (n?1) ! n, the rate of which is proportional to the density of uncovered sites in the (n?1)st layer, given by (? n?1 ? ? n ). ? n = Rt. The sum in (2.5) is omitted for n = 0. Another simple case is R 2 = R 3 = : : : = 0, which is appropriate for the monolayer deposition, i.e., ? n 2 0, ? 1 = ? 1 ? e ?Rt= .
For R 1 6 = R 2 6 = R 3 6 = : : :, the closed form expression for the coverages is ? n (t)= = 1 ? e ?R n t= ?
? R i ? R m e ?R m t= ? e ?R n t= : (2:6) This relation can be used till the rst occurrence of R n = R n?1 or R n?2 or : : : or R 1 . One can still apply it to obtain ? n , but the coverages in layers higher than n are no longer given by (2.6). Particular choices for the values of the R n 's must be examined separately.
In Ref. 34 it was assumed that R 1 6 = R 2 = R 3 = : : :. In this case the coverage in layer n is given by ? n (t)= = 1?e ?R 1 For equivalent mean-eld stacking models without overhangs, scaling analyses of the { 7 { average height of the \columns" in the deposit as a function of R 2 =R 1 are available 44 and suggest that the average stack height scales as (R 2 =R 1 )
Finally, note that the general short time mean-eld behavior is (2:8) this being the rst nonzero term in the Taylor series solution of (2.3) around t = 0.
Note on Experimental Data Analyses
In actual experimental data ts, the surface kinetics description must be combined with the equations governing the transport of the particles towards the surface. In colloid particle deposition from owing suspensions, the transport is essentially convectivedi usional. The resulting theory is, not surprisingly, quite complicated (see Ref. 34 and the literature cited therein) but the mean-eld surface kinetics approach outlined here 34 provides a fairly good quantitative t of the multilayer deposition data recently reported in Ref. 37. However, deviations from the mean-eld theory have been observed in monolayer deposition experiments 32 for coverages above 50% of the jamming coverage. Other theoretical and experimental studies 45?46 of sequential adsorption of soft particles (e.g., interacting via repulsive screened Coulomb potentials) have reported slower kinetics and smaller saturation coverages than for rigid (hard-core) adsorbing particles. In this review we consider the hard-core case only. Similar di erences are also expected to be found in the multilayer deposition experiments at dense coverages. Geometrical and physical restrictions on the allowed adsorption sites, e ective at these coverages, are expected to have dramatic e ects on the layer morphology and growth. 47 Theoretical studies beyond { 8 { the simple mean-eld theory will be reviewed in the following sections. { 9 { 3. VOID-FILLING RATE EQUATIONS METHOD
De nitions
It is convenient to introduce the void-lling rate equations rst for the case of the one-dimensional models. Indeed, the problem of the monolayer deposition of k-mers on the one-dimensional lattice of spacing b is exactly solvable. 5 where we have assumed that the deposition of r objects (k-mers) is attempted per unit length and unit time (i.e., the attempt rate is r).
The solution for k > 1 is more complicated. However, it can be formulated 6;12 in terms of the rate equations for the probabilities P(s; t) that sequences of s = 1; 2; : : : lattice sites (to be termed s-voids) are empty. An s-void may be blocked at one or both ends or it can be part of a larger sequence of empty sites. In the rest of this section we review the solution for the case of dimers (k = 2). The solution for higher k values 5;7 is not more complicated and is, in fact, of interest in the study of such aspects as the crossover from the discrete exponential large time asymptotics of ? 1 to the power-law asymptotic behavior in the continuous line case. 8?10;40 We return to these issues in Sections 5 and 7. Here only the dimer case will be reviewed. Close inspection of (3.4), or any other set of solutions of (3.3) with uniform initial conditions the same P(s; 0) for all s], con rms that in 1D the probability to have an empty site adjacent to one that is known to be empty is independent of the number of additional consecutive empty sites. 6;12 As a result, the in nite hierarchy of equations for P(s; t) can be exactly decoupled. However, for a general set of initial conditions even in 1D, (3. which depends on all the initial values, P(s; 0), and the decoupling is no longer possible.
In higher dimensions, the rate equations for the monolayer deposition can be also formulated in terms of the probabilities of various voids. 11?12;19 However, now all types of void shapes are possible and the rate equations even for the smallest voids rapidly become very complicated. No exact solution is available for this hierarchy of equations in D > 1. However, one can devise truncation schemes to obtain closed sets of di erential equations for the void probabilities, guided by the intrinsic structure of the hierarchies and the pattern of exact results in 1D. Extensive studies within this approach have been reported for the 2D monolayer deposition. 11?12;19 
Extension to Multilayers
For multilayer deposition one can no longer write down the exact rate equations in terms of the single-layer void probabilities only. However, one can develop approximate rate equations which include uctuation features of the deposition beyond the simple mean-eld theory. One such calculation for dimers was reported recently 38 for a particular choice of deposition rules in 1D. We will summarize the results brie y in this subsection.
Let P n (s; t) denote the probability of nding an s-void in the nth layer. For an initially empty lattice we have P n (s; 0) = 1 ; n 1 ; s 1 :
The monolayer probabilities will be now identi ed as P 1 (s; t). It is also useful to intro-{ 12 { duce the notation P 0 (s; t) 0 ; s 1 :
In multilayer deposition we will assume that a dimer can adhere in the nth layer (n 2) only if it is \supported" by one or two occupied segments in the (n ? 1)st layer. One can still choose various rules for adhesion. It is natural to always allow adhesion on top of a pair of occupied segments. In the model considered in Ref. 38 , we also allowed adhesion on top of 1-voids provided the unsupported half of the depositing dimer screens only a single-segment void (of length b). Thus, we eliminate screening e ects by disallowing formation of overhangs over voids of two or more empty segments. This does not constitute an approximation but just a particular choice of adhesion rules.
Note that the single-segment voids are anyway unavailable for deposition of dimers.
For this model we can no longer write down the exact rate equations. On the average, the rate of successful deposition events in the nth layer will be reduced by a factor 1 ? P n?1 (2; t)], as compared to the deposition at similar coverages if it were in the rst layer. Thus, we can write the rate equations (n 1, s 1) ? dP n (s) dt = br (s ? 1)P n (s) + 2P n (s + 1) ] 1 ? P n?1 (2) ] :
These relations are exact for n = 1 only. For n > 1 they involve a certain degree of a mean-eld type averaging due to the disregard of uctuations in the deposition rates in the stage (n ? 1) ! n of the layer growth, on top of the nite-size intervals in the (n ? 1)st layer, as compared to the in nite-length substrate. Still they must capture most of the correlation/ uctuation aspects of the one-dimensional model introduced above.
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The elimination of the screening e ects secures that each void of two or more lattice spacings will be lled up eventually. It is important to point out, however, that this property does not in itself imply the same jamming coverage in each layer. Since our rate equations do not account for the deposition rate uctuations described above they do yield the same jamming values in each layer, ? n (1) = 1 ? e ?2 2b : (3: 11)
The exact values of ? n (1) should have a slight variation with n, with the nonzero limiting value ? 1 (1) .
Detailed results for the time-dependence of the coverages were reported in Ref. 38 . Here we present the results of the comparison of the rst three \rate-equation" layer coverages with the mean-eld approximation: see Figure 1 . The solution of (3.10) for the coverage in the nth layer has the form ? n (t) = The trend is basically the same in the three layers (see Figure 1 ). As expected, the mean-eld approach overestimates the surface coverage at late times, when strong in-layer correlations determine the dynamics, but it yields the correct behavior in the early stages of the deposit formation. The mean-eld approximation seems to get worse for higher layers.
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NUMERICAL SIMULATION METHODS
Several numerical Monte Carlo studies of monolayer deposition have been reported, largely in 2D. These works are brie y discussed at the end of this section. The multilayer deposition is, however, a rather recent topic. The rst systematic Monte Carlo study of irreversible deposition in multilayers was reported in Ref. 39 , for one-and twodimensional models without screening (to be de ned below). Indeed, the experimental situation in colloid systems 30;35?37 seems to correspond to the regime of su ciently few layers (of order 10 to 30) in the deposit so that the dominant correlation e ects are due to the blocking. Thus, as a rst step, one considers the extreme case of no screening at all.
The models studied involved deposition of k-mers on periodic 1D lattices of unit spacing, and deposition of square-shaped (k k)-mers on periodic square lattices of unit spacing in 2D. In each layer, the landing sites were chosen at random, i.e., for a linear lattice of size N, segments of length k were randomly select. For general (substrate) dimension D the target sites were hypercubes formed by k D lattice unit-cubes. The time scale, T = r`Dt, is xed by having exactly (N=k) D deposition attempts per unit time. Here`D is the volume of the depositing object,`= bk. The attempt is successful if the selected target site is empty, and also, for layers n 2, the \support" criteria are satis ed. Thus, if all the lattice hypercubes in the selected landing gap are already covered by exactly (n?1) layers, the arriving object is deposited, increasing the coverage to n. Otherwise, the attempt is rejected. Only deposition on top of the the fully occupied regions is allowed in this simplest version of the model without overhangs and screening. For convenience, we consider the dimensionless coverage, n (T), de ned as the fraction of the area covered by particles in 2D (fraction of the lled volume in general D), in layer n. In Sections 2-3, we used ? `? D .
{ 16 { Let us survey various results found for deposition models without screening. For lattice models (unlike the continuum monolayer deposition models 8?10 described in Section 5), the fraction of occupied area in the nth layer, n (T), approaches the saturation value exponentially, n (T) n (1) ? B n e ?~ n T ; (4:1) where we omit the k-dependence of the various quantities. The rst layer shows the usual in-plane correlations due to blocking, in the process of buildup of the jammed state. However, the typical jammed con guration in the higher layers in deposition without overhangs contains more gaps the larger the value of n. The growth in the higher layers proceeds more and more via uncorrelated \towers" (separated by gaps). The numerical results 39 indicate that the jamming coverages decrease according to a power law, with no intrinsic length scale, reminiscent of critical phenomena, n (1) ? 1 (1) A n ; n 1 : (4:2)
Furthermore, within the limits of the numerical accuracy, the value of the exponent appears universal, for di erent k 2 and dimensionality. This asymptotic power law form was recently explained analytically 48 by reducing the problem of calculating the jamming coverages in the nth layer to the calculation, in 1D, of the probability that a single \two-k-mer-wide tower" in the nth layer will decay into a \one-k-mer-wide tower" (assuming that, for large n, the approach to the jamming coverage is dominated by this decay mechanism). This probability is proportional to n (1) ? n+1 (1) and decays asymptotically as 1 p n . For details on the precise form, see Ref. 48 . The \tower argument" does not depend on the object size k explicitly hence a universal exponent, = 1 2 . However, the amplitude A has a non-trivial k-dependence as suggested by ts { 17 { of the Monte Carlo data 48 in the large n regime, for several k values.
In the computer simulations of Ref. 39 , system sizes were as large as N = 10 5 in 1D and N N = 1000 2 in 2D. A comparison with the results for smaller systems suggests that the nite-size e ects were negligible for the largest system sizes studied (see below for a discussion of size e ects). The data were averaged over as many as 600 runs, which went up to times T = 150k D . The k values in Ref. 39 were k = 2; 3; 4; 5; 10 in 1D, and k = 2; 4 in 2D.
As an illustration of a Monte Carlo result, Figure 2 shows the variation of the coverage for the rst 15 layers, for the 2D system with k = 2. Results for 1D models and for other values of k have a qualitatively similar behavior.
For small T, the 2D coverage was found to increase according to n (T) / T n , as expected from the mean-eld theory (Section 2). The approach to the jamming limit was tted well by the exponential time dependence consistent with the analytical prediction, 48 = 1 2 . As already mentioned, the monolayer deposition has been studied by numerical Monte Carlo simulations by several authors (see, e.g., Refs. 14-17, 20-27, 40, 49-50). The most recent simulations focused on the asymptotic large time behavior of the coverage, 20?27;40 which will be reviewed in Section 5, and on the kinetics of irreversible adsorption of mixtures, 49?50 which will be reviewed in Section 7. Recently, methods were developed 40 to address both the lattice (discrete) and the continuum deposition, in a uni ed way. The numerical results were interpreted within the framework of a phe-{ 18 { nomenological theory describing the crossover from lattice to continuum. This theory will be outlined in the next section. The numerical aspects, including three di erent algorithms employed in monolayer deposition simulations, were detailed, e.g., in Ref. 40 In this section we address the large time asymptotic behavior of the coverage which thus far has been studied only in the case of monolayer deposition, except for the lattice simulation results con rming relation (4.1), see Section 4. For continuum monolayer deposition models, the large time behavior is generally power-law, where q = 0 in most cases. Note that we will use the dimensionless coverage as described in Section 4, but we work with the \real" time t. In 1D one has p = 1; q = 0, see Refs. 8-10. Analytical arguments 9?10 support the numerical conjecture 8;29 that p = 1=D (and q = 0) for deposition of spherical objects in D dimensions. However, there are analytical 10;40;46 and numerical 13;20?27;40 indications that the precise convergence law depends on the shape and orientational freedom of the depositing objects, the curvature of the substrate, and interactions between the adsorbed and adsorbing particles.
Numerical simulations of continuum deposition are resource consuming, and even the results of long Monte Carlo runs are di cult to interpret unambiguously. 20?27 On the other hand, lattice model simulations are easier to perform. 14?17 However, the approach to the jamming coverage is asymptotically exponential in lattice deposition models, (t) = (1) ? const e ? t : This e ect was studied for the deposition of xed-orientation squares on twodimensional substrates. 40 For the continuum version of the deposition of hypercubic objects of xed orientation in D dimensions, Swendsen 10 proposed an analytical argument for the asymptotic law (5.1) with q = D ? 1 and p = 1. Here we review an analytical theory 40 which elucidates the crossover from the characteristic lattice behavior (5.2) to the continuum asymptotic form while providing the theoretical framework for testing various phenomenological predictions by both lattice and continuum Monte Carlo simulations.
The analytical considerations, reviewed below, generalize the \continuum" ideas of Refs. 9-10 to the lattice kinetics. Predictions of the phenomenological theory have been checked against the asymptotic expressions derivable from the exact solution for the deposition of k-mers on 1D lattices. The Monte Carlo simulations of the 2D deposition of oriented squares were described in Section 4. The 2D data con rm most of the predictions of the theory outlined below.
Consider generally the deposition of (hyper)cubic objects of xed orientation and size`D on a D-dimensional substrate. Let us assume that the substrate has dimensions L D and cubic shape aligned with the orientation of the depositing`D cubes. It is convenient to visualize L as an integral multiple of`, although the limit L ! 1 will always be taken prior to any other limits, so that we need not concern ourselves with nite-size e ects. The rate of random deposition attempts will be denoted by r and measured per unit time and volume. A point in the volume L D is chosen at random, with uniform probability density, 1=L D . The point will mark the location of an hypercube of size`D, e.g., by being the cube's center. If this cube does not overlap any other cubes already placed, it is added to the substrate; otherwise, the attempt is discarded.
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The lattice approximation is introduced by choosing the cubic mesh size b =k . An hypercubic lattice of spacing b is xed parallel to the axes of the total volume L D . The lattice deposition is de ned by requiring that the objects of size`D can only deposit on sites consisting of k D lattice unit-cubes. Thus, the deposition is no longer continuous but occurs only in (L=b) D = N D sites (we neglect boundary e ects). In order to preserve the overall deposition rate, the deposition attempt rate at each lattice site must be rb D , per unit time.
According to Refs. 9-10, the late stage of the deposition in continuum can be described as lling up of voids small enough to accommodate only one depositing object. The deposition actually proceeds in two regimes. In the initial, fast-deposition stage the large gaps are partially lled by the depositing objects leaving smaller gaps. Gaps small enough so that only one object can t in are also lled up, simultaneously with the rst process. However, there should exist a certain time after which most of the large gaps have been eliminated and the deposition process is dominated by the small gaps. At this time , the density of those small gaps (number of gaps per unit volume) will be denoted by , and one can further assume 9?10 that gaps of various shapes have roughly equal density.
For lattice models, a similar picture should apply for su ciently large k values, 40 k D r`D . Speci cally, for the deposition of (hyper)cubes, typical small gaps can be assumed 10 to have rectangular shapes, with edges along the lattice directions. For counting purposes, we can classify these \small voids" as rectangular boxes of sizes (k + n 1 ) (k + n 2 ) : : : (k + n D )] , measured in lattice spacings. The integers n j can take on values n j = 0; 1; : : :; k ? 1, in order to prevent deposition of more than one object in a void. In this approximate classi cation of the gaps, there are k D di erent types of gaps. Each type will have density =k D at time , and will be lled up at the rate rb D (n 1 + 1)(n 2 + 1) : : :(n D + 1) , per unit time. We will consider the regime of where the k-dependence of (1) for k D r`D should be smooth and have no interesting features. Here, we omit the k-dependence of (t).
We further note 40 that the expressions (5.4) and (5.5) can only be used as the leading-order estimates. Indeed, the limits of large k and t have been assumed, and at the present level of the derivation we have no control of the corrections. Thus, we can modify these relations as long as the leading behavior is preserved. The most important such a change consists of replacing 
Continuum and Lattice Limits
For k xed, the \lattice" large time behavior sets in for r`Dt k D . In this limit the n j = 0 term in the sums in (5.6) dominates, 40 (t) (1) The asymptotic (ln t) D?1 t law was predicted in Ref. 10 for the continuum deposition of cubic objects. Numerical studies in 2D, and exact analyses in 1D, indeed con rm this conclusion, with the same values. However, the crossover criterion from the lattice to continuum behavior, k D r`Dt, is not fully consistent 40 with the 2D data (there is no such problem in 1D).
Generally, the availability of the phenomenological description of the lattice vs. continuum deposition kinetics in terms of the same parameter ( ) is useful in deriving improved numerical estimates for jamming coverages and other quantities. 40 Understanding the leading corrections due to the size of the substrate and choice of the boundary conditions is generally important for numerical studies in high dimensions as well as for testing conjectures or scaling extrapolations against results from series analyses and hierarchical truncation schemes.
Exact results on of nite{size and boundary e ects in 1D monolayer lattice deposition were reported in Refs. 6 and 53. In 2D, computer simulations found rather small size corrections, for systems of typical size larger than 10 lattice spacings, 39 roughly proportional to the ratio of the size of the objects to the size of the substrate. 15 The form of the nite-size corrections in irreversible deposition is intrinsically related to the structure of the spatial correlations in the deposit 54 which, for large separations, decay superexponentially (factorially), as compared to the exponential decay of equilibrium-model correlations. This fast decay of spatial correlations (and thereby small size e ects) is characteristic of kinetic processes without relaxation and holds regardless of the dimensionality. Thus the one-dimensional models provide a non-trivial insight into the general form of the nite-size and boundary corrections. To our knowledge, no analytical treatment of nite-size e ects has been reported for multilayer deposition. The jamming coverages are obtained as usual in the limit when T ! 1. For deposition of dimers, the rate-equation solutions can be formulated in closed form, suitable for asymptotic analysis. The qualitative features of the leading corrections should not depend on the choice of the particle size (as long as it is much less than N).
Note that for monomers, the coverage shows no nite-size or boundary e ects, (T; N) = (T; 1) = 1 ? e ?T :
As before, the time has been normalized by the attempt rate: T = r`Dt. for periodic boundary conditions. Numerical evidence supporting the form (6.6) for oriented deposition of squares in 2D can be found in Ref. 15 .
One can also obtain 53 
Unoriented Deposition
Several recent numerical studies 20?27;49?50 have investigated the properties of 2D-deposition of non-spherical (elliptical and rectangular) objects with both position and orientation sampled from a random distribution. Several new interesting properties were found when the orientational restrictions were removed. However, a full theoretical understanding is still missing.
In these systems, the deposition process evolves in two regimes. During the rst stage objects can fall at random, nearly every adsorption attempt is successful and relatively large areas are \wasted" due to the orientational freedom. This wasting e ect is more pronounced for particles of large eccentricity. Thereafter only particles of orientation similar to that of the already deposited particles in the targeted region of the substrate will successfully adsorb, which of course slows down the kinetics. This however produces an ordering e ect (hence better packing), more pronounced the higher the particle aspect ratio: parallel objects tend to cluster forming large oriented domains in the jamming limit. 20;27 One of the resulting striking features is the dependence of the jamming coverage 20?27 on the particle aspect (or axial) ratio, . It presents a maximum at aspect ratios of order 2 (or 1 2 depending on the de nition used), independent of the type of particle, suggesting a complicated interplay of the two e ects described above. As a function of , the jamming coverage should of course be invariant under the transformation ! 1 .
For aspect ratios near 1, unoriented deposition is more e cient than the corresponding xed-orientation version by a factor proportional to the area that an unoriented { 29 { particle can continuously explore (in terms of the actual area covered by a particle), the so-called packing e ciency. This factor is of order , for small , and decreases as 1= , for large values of . At high aspect ratios ( 1), much of the deposition time is spent building up aligned domains separated by voids wasted during the early stages. Snapshots of nearly jammed con gurations 20 show aligned domains of rougly the size of a few low-aspect-ratio particles, therefore containing a number of deposited particles of order . However, when ! 1, the actual area covered by particles vanishes at any nite time and no jamming limit has ever been observed in the simulations of continuous deposition. Numerical evidence for the power law behavior in time is inconclusive; the indications are that p = 1 3 for 1, see (5.1).
Studies of unoriented lattice deposition of high-aspect-ratio particles 27 are more recent. Here the objects are deposited along the lattice axes only and a jammed state exists. According to the simulations, the process develops fairly long domains of aligned particles, the approach to jamming is exponentially fast (with constant rates independent of the particle size) and the jamming coverage decreases logarithmically with the characteristic length of the particles. In continuous deposition the results 20 are consistent with a weak power law (p ' 0:2), although they can not rule out a logarithmic convergence.
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DEPOSITION OF MIXTURES
Experimentally, it is also possible to study surface deposition kinetics of well de ned mixtures of di erent types of particles. Very little progress has been made in the theoretical description of such mixture-deposition processes, even for monolayers. Most results available were obtained numerically or within approximation schemes, 17;49?50;55?59 and no systematic picture has emerged thus far.
However, exact results can be obtained for a class of monolayer mixture-deposition models in 1D within the rate equation approach outlined in Section 3. The only previous studies of 1D-deposition of mixtures 55?59 focused on the estimation of jamming coverages and their sensitivity to ratios of deposition rates and particle sizes (for xed shape).
Recently, exact results were reported in Ref. 60 for the case of the deposition of mixtures of xed-length and pointlike particles on 1D line \surfaces." The choice of this particular type of mixture is motivated by recent studies 49?50;58 suggesting that interesting e ects are to be expected when particle sizes di er signi cantly. Indeed, new interesting properties of the deposition kinetics emerge in the continuum version of the process.
Here again, we introduce rst the corresponding lattice model. Thus we de ne a lattice of spacing b =k , and allow for deposition only at sites where the incoming particle will coincide exactly with the underlying lattice. The k-mer deposition frequency per site will be rb. For xed k 2, we will denote by f(k) the deposition attempt rate (per site) of monomers. As before, we use the dimensionless time variable T r`t. In the limit k ! 1 (b ! 0, with` xed), the monomers become pointlike.
The rate equation approach is particularly well suited for extending the treatment { 31 { of single-species deposition to the case of deposition of mixtures. For mixtures, the rate equations are expressed in terms of the same probabilities P m (T) that connected groups of m sites are not covered by particles at time T. The coverage (density of occupied sites) is still given by (t) = 1 ? P 1 (t) : where the term amP m on the right-hand side corresponds to the new process of the monomer adsorption in any of the m empty sites of the m-gap, and we denote a kf r`: (7: 3)
Initially, we take P m (0) = 1 (for all m). The m k equations are then solved by the Ansatz P m k (T) = p(T) exp ?m(1 + a)T=k] ; (7:4) where p(T) satis es dp(T) dT = p(T) This form is convenient for the continuum limit (large-k) analysis. For small k values, simpler expressions can be obtained by direct evaluation of the integral in (7.12).
The rate ratio a, de ned in (7.3), is generally a function of k, via the k-dependence of f. Some of the implications of the result (7.11) can be seen without the precise speci cation of this k-dependence. For instance, the jamming value (t = 1) changes discontinuously from 1 for all positive f (in which case the monomers eventually cover all the available sites), to the jammed-state value (t = 1; k) < 1, for f = 0. The latter values were studied, e.g., in Refs. [5] [6] [7] . A more detailed analysis of the result (7.11) requires the consideration of the proper k-dependence of f(k). Here the attention is restricted to the pointlike limit in which the k-mer deposition becomes continuous.
If the monomer deposition rate f is allowed to stay constant as k ! 1, the monomers completely preclude the deposition of extended particles. In this limit, (7.11) The original time, t, was restored to emphasize that the leading order result is just that of monomer deposition (uncorrelated growth of the coverage). This result has a simple explanation. The space lling capacity of each monomer decreases as b =`=k (in the limit k ! 1). However, the blocking capacity remains xed, kb =`. Indeed, a monomer excludes length`for the centers of extended particles to land. (While each extended particle excludes twice that length in 1D.) Keeping f xed corresponds to enhancing the monomer deposition attempt rate, f=b = kf=`, to keep their space-lling { 34 { e ect xed. The overall monomer blocking capacity then diverges k. The xed-size (`) particles then do not play any role in the deposition process (for large k).
The above considerations suggest that a more interesting deposition process is obtained if the large-k limit is de ned with the monomer deposition frequency per site decreasing as 1 k as k ! 1. E ectively, we then keep a xed, of order 1, and de ne f(k) = r`a k . Hence the jamming ability of monomers is nite. Therefore, for times T k, a nontrivial con guration will build up, by the mixture of particles. The precise behavior will depend explicitly on the rate ratio a, A : (7:14) This expression follows from (7.11), up to corrections of order 1 k . It is interesting to note that this \intermediate" coverage reaches jamming for 1 T k. The function (T) is shown in Figure 4 for several a values. For small T, (T) is linear in T, with slope at T = 0 independent of a. In fact, it expands as (T) = T ? a + 2 2 T 2 + O(T 3 ) : (7:15) The jamming values, (1), are shown in Figure 5 as a function of a; (1) decreases as 1 1 + a for large a. For a = 0, (7.11) and (7.14) give, respectively, the previously known exact results 5?7 for the discrete and continuum deposition kinetics.
For T 1, the deposition continues, by monomers only, with further buildup of the coverage on time scales of order k, (t) ' 1 ? e ?r`at=k 1 ? (1) ] : (7:16) { 35 { On the time scales of order k, the monomers ll up the remaining void length, i.e., the fraction 1 ? (1) ], while the k-mer deposition is fully jammed.
The asymptotic convergence to the jamming value in continuum (single-species) deposition models follows a power law 8?10;40 with possible logarithmic factors. In 1D, the convergence is rather universal, t ?1 . This behavior results from the distribution of intervals that t nearly precisely the particle shape thus making the probability of the appropriate deposition attempt vanishingly small. For the mixture considered here, the contribution of the pointlike particles makes the standard argument inapplicable in the regime in which the k-mer deposition reaches jamming. This regime is described by (7.14), a direct analysis of which yields, for T 1, d
dT ' e (1 + a)T] ? 2 1+a e ?aT ; (7:17) where is the Euler's constant. This relation integrates to the asymptotic convergence rate T ?1 when a = 0. However, for xed a > 0 one gets a leading contribution of a di erent form, : (7:18) This new nonuniversal asymptotic behavior is due to the fact that the pointlike particles can \jam" with rate of order 1 those narrow gaps of size (`+ `) which are reached only with probability of order ( `=`) by the xed-size particles.
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SUMMARY
In summary, in this review, we described recent numerical and analytical trends in monolayer and multilayer adsorption. We surveyed the mean-eld approach and a more rigorous though simpli ed rate-equation treatment of the multilayer e ects. Recent Monte Carlo results for multilayer deposition were discussed. Theoretical developments reviewed include large-time asymptotics, and nite-size e ects. A consistent theoretical description of the monolayer deposition has been largely accomplished by these recent studies. For the multilayer case, the theoretical information and level of understanding are still in the early stages of development. More work, within various analytical and numerical approaches, is needed.
{ 37 { FIGURE CAPTIONS Figure 1 . The coverages in the rst three layers (solid curves) of dimers deposited according to the rules de ned in connection with Eq. (3.10). The curves are for layers n =1, 2 and 3, respectively. The n = 1 values are exact while those for n = 2; 3 were obtained within the rate-equation approach. The dotted curves were calculated using the mean-eld theory, for layers 1, 2 and 3, respectively. The time variable is brt while the coverages are multiplied by the particle size, for the deposition of (2 2)-mers on the square lattice. The monolayer coverage is the upper curve, and generally, n (T) < n?1 (T), for each T. These results were obtained 39 by Monte Carlo simulation on the 1000 1000 lattice. 
